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I. INTRODUCTION
The speed of reading data from disc into memory can be improved by compressing data. The high efficient decoding algorithms run fast on modern hardware. The total time of reading compressed data from disc into memory and decompressing the data is less than reading the same block of uncompressed data. For example, it can reduce the I/O time consuming by loading a compressed position list, even need to add some additional decompression time. So, in the most cases, the search engine which introduces compressed inverted index is more efficiency than which not introduces it. If the target of compression is to save disc space, the compression algorithms usually loss part of compress efficiency. But if the algorithms aim at improve disc transfer efficiency, they're uncompress efficiency must be higher [1] .
Traditional compression method based on different compress principle can be divided into the following three classes: a. Compression method based on statistics, the core principle is the Shannon information theory [2, 3] . In practice, the symbols in message source encode to different length according to its frequency. The symbols with higher frequency encode to short codes, whereas the symbols with lower frequency encode to long codes. Thanks to large probabilities appear more often and small probabilities appear few, after encoding a message can be lossless represented with few symbols.
b. Compression method based on integer transform, this method of compression that applied to a series of integers, is the most used method in inverted index compression [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In current mainstream computers usually use 32 bits to represent an integer, but for a large part of the number don't need so many bits to be represented. Compression method based on integer transform takes advantage of integer factorization or combinations to represent one or a set of integers with appropriate bits. Those methods represent smaller integers with fewer bits and larger integers with more bits. It achieves less storage space by sacrificing the total number of integer represented with fixed bits.
c. Compression method based on dictionary, this method introduced a dictionary indexing mechanisms into it [10] [11] [12] . In other systems, it often needs extra space to store the indexes. However, if it requires additional space in the compression method to store dictionary information, it reduces the compression ratio and even may bring about volume expansion. Therefore, in the dictionary-based compression method, the compressed data make up of index information. This means that data appeared first as a dictionary, later if the same data, record the length of the data and their distance with the dictionary data; if this data don't appear in the previous, the data is recognized as dictionary data.
These compression methods have improved compress ratio or decompress efficiency from different ways, but a common problem in search engine is that these methods focus either on compress ratio or decompress efficiency. The query efficiency is a great important of search engine. In querying inverted index, reading file and decompressing data is a unified process and the process should be consider together rather than focus on one side. In addition, different from traditional row of relational database, Hbase is a sparse, column-oriented and distributed database which physical file not only contains user required information but also contains a lot of redundant information. Byte is base data type in Hbase, therefore there are 256 symbols. If it uses statistics-based compression method, the code tree will be too big. Thanks to block is operation units in compression, there are lot of bit operation and code tree querying operation, and compression ratio is poor and decompress efficiency is normal. The purpose of compression methods based on integer transform is to represent a smaller integer with fewer bits, and data in Hbase is the shortest of 8-bit bytes. In compression which operation unit is byte, raising the compression ratio is difficult and different compression methods with different operational size own different decompress efficiency. Inverted index data file in Hbase is a kind of redundant information and integer sequences arranged in alternating files. Large amount of redundant information in the data is suitable for dictionary compression. It needs to compress the list position of invert index before the list be inserted in Hbase, for the query efficiency of invert index can be increased by querying as decompressing the list.
Hbase database currently only supports Gzip compression and Lzo compression [13, 14] . The Gzip compression provides a higher compression ratio, but efficiency of decompression is low [15] ; The Lzo has a high decompress efficiency, but compression ratio is low [16] . Aiming at storage structure of Hbase and the characteristics of data block in the files, this paper comes up with key as dictionary compression method for data block. The way try to raise the compression ratio under the premise of higher decompress efficiency, achieve the unity of file reading and data decompression, and increase the query efficiency of inverted index.
II. THE FILE STORAGE SYSTEM IN HBASE [13, 14] Hbase is a column-oriented of distributed database and constructs on Hadoop that is a kind of distributed file system. The file system of Hbase continues to use Hadoop's HDFS (Haddop file system). There would be more than one column family in one table under Hbase, and one column family corresponds to a folded on the physical storage structure. One folder contains several Hfiles. Hfile's structure shown in the following figure: Hfile is variable length file. Every record saves a key/value in the data block, and other parts of Hfile save location information and index information. Hbase can automatic sorts the data in memory to lexicographic order by row key. When writing file, Hbase writes all data blocks in the memory to the files, and in the end of the file adds index information of data blocks. When reading file, it reads interrelated data blocks through accessing index information rather than reads all data at once.
Through analysis on source code, internal compression mechanism in Hbase, it only can compresses on data block and meta block, and compression process occurs in writing data from memory to disk. Each time it only compresses one block. That means every block of compression is needed to re-initial of compression algorithm. And it performs the decompression operation when reading data from disc to memory.
As shown in figure 2 , it is a record structure in data block. It begins with two fixed length numbers that represent the length of key and value respectively. The key begins with one fixed length number that represents the length of row key. It followed by the row key, and then is a fixed length number that represents the column family's length, then the column family, then the qualifier, and at last are two fixed length numbers that represent time stamp and key type. The principal original data types are integer and string in key data, but in order to simplify data access procedures, Hbase will automatic change data type to byte. Therefore, the key data is a byte array from software manufacturing perspective. Compared with the key, there are thousands types of the value in practice, but in the same reason, the value also simplify to a byte array. 
Currently, it is bad, inefficient and there are many system bugs on Hbase's multiple column families. Official recommends that the column family should be controlled at up to 2 or 3 [13] . Because every column family stored in a specific folder and different column families in a same row data are stored in different file, it creates a lot of redundant information. Just the data like row key, time stamp is duplicating saved many times as the number of column family increases that led to a large number of I/O operation and inefficient when reading data. Reading inverted index file should be in real-time. That means reading file should minimize unnecessary I/O operations. And reading inverted index has the characteristics of fetching the entire row. For a specific keyword, all of the information is needed in the follow-up operation, include document ID, position record list and frequency of the word which hidden in position record. For those reasons, it is not suitable for multiple column family stores. To make full use of storage format of Hfile, this paper used document ID as qualifier in table. In data block, qualifier filed is a space designed to store the column name. Storing document ID in it can save storage space and also in line with people's habits of logical thinking and Hbase provide the interface to obtain the value in qualifier filed. In this paper, the length of the document ID is 4 bytes or 32 bits.
For those reasons, after changed the word-level inverted Hbase is sparse storage database. Section of empty value is directly ignored. At the time of the actual storage, because one column of a specific row is maximum one value, the storage number equal to the number of not empty value. IV. KEY AS DICTIONARY COMPRESSION Taking the characteristics of Hbase and Hfile into consideration, this paper designed key as dictionary compression method (KADC) to compress the all key; the paper used variable byte codes (VBC) to compress value and the integers which stand for length. In order to synchronize querying and decompressing of position list, it needs to compress the list before the position list is inserted into Hbase. Then, the compressed list is the value in Hbase, and it is unnecessary to compress the value again.
A. Compression Algorithm
The length of array and array was expressed by ( , ) k n key , and the k meat which row in the block. Hbase automatically sorts records to lexicographic order by row key and then sorts data in same row keys by time stamp from large to small, which the definition 3 means. As the data growing, one data block will be gradually filled up by the data with same row key. As known from definition 1 and definition 2, the length of row key, row key, the length of column family and column family were all same in records which row key are same. It only needs to store same filed once in records with same row key in a block. Therefore, it constructs the first four filed to be a dictionary data.
In the inverted index, the least used operation is deleting. The value of key type filed is input type for most and even all key/value data, thus dictionary data includes key type filed. The value of time stamp and qualifier is in wide range. But the time stamp with 8 bytes is longer than key type, and the change in its high byte is not obvious and slow because the change is progressively increasing. Therefore, the time stamp is included in the dictionary. In practice, time stamp in different key/value will be same when insert data into Hbase in a very short period of time. To increase compress ratio as far as possible includes qualifier filed into dictionary. As a result, a complete dictionary data was a complete key data.
Fig.3.The process of compression method
Compression process shown in figure 3 , the compare means to compare the bytes from high byte to low byte, and the process ends when the determine condition is false, and the compressed data is the current data. Hbase is programmed by Java which is big endian. To meet the common comparative method, the qualifier and time stamp were transformed to litter endian. This process compresses data in the order of row key, key type, time stamp, and qualifier. The data do not be compressed when its row key isn't same with dictionary's. That mean the records with former row key are all compressed and the current data is not only the compressed data of itself, but also it is the dictionary data with next row key. Decompression process shown in figure 4 , the dictionary data and compressed data can be distinguished by their length, as it proved by the corollary 3. If the length of data larger or equal to 25, that means it is the dictionary, and itself is the decompressed data. If the length of data smaller or equal to 13, it means it is the compressed data. The decompression data needs to get the missing part from dictionary data. //put the bytes of the first four filed into the decompressed_data 8 decompressed_data = GetbytesFrombytes(dict, 0, length_of_fisrt_four_filed); //add the data to the following valid buffer of decompressed_data 9 decompressed_data += data; 10 length_of_dict = length_of_fisrt_four_filed + 4 + 8 + 1; //current the number of valid bytes in decompressed_data 11 length_of_decompressed_data = length_of_fisrt_four_filed + length_of_data; 12 if length_of_decompressed_data < length_of_dict then //add the last part to the following valid buffer of decompressed_data 13 decompressed_data += GetbytesFrombytes(dict, length_of_decompressed_data -1, length_of_dict -length_of_decompressed_data); 14 length_of_decompressed_data = length_of_dict; //restore the endian of qualifier and time stamp to big endian 15 decompressed_data = ToBigEndian(decompressed_data);
B. Decompression Algorithm

C. Algorithm Analysis
In the compression algorithm, the main cost is byte compression. When the row key of dictionary and of data is different, it needs the minimum number of comparisons that it only needs to compare the number of the length of shorter row key. When the row keys are same between dictionary and data, it maybe needs the maximum number of comparisons that it needs to compare the whole key part. So, the time complexity of compression one recode is 
D. The Compression of A Key/Value
A key/value data can be divided into 4 parts. Except the key and value, there still are two filed at the beginning to record the length of key and value. The length is compressed by variable byte codes(VBC) [5] . The compression solution is shown in follow figure: The complete process of a key/value as follow: First, the key was compressed in the row with the dictionary compression method. The result and the length of compressed data were both saved in catch.
Second, the compressed length of key was written into the file, then the compressed length of value was written into the file, and last the compressed key and value were written into the file in order.
V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS
Thanks to this paper only involved about compressing on data block and to simplify experimental and to enhance effectiveness of the experimental results, part experiments in this paper were not doing under the environment of Hbase. But in order to verify the solution, the processed data of Hbase was put into the program which simulated the reading and writing processing in Hbase.
There were 2539 web pages used as the experimental data in this paper. They all came from the Internet. After web purification and segmentation processing, these data was inserted into Hbase database in stand-alone environment, and then the Hbase services were immediately stopped. The purpose of that was to make Hbase written its data in memory to disc. A totally generated 3 Hfile, and their size were 11873280 bytes, 15609856 bytes and 46880768 bytes. And then these files were processed. The way was to extract all data blocks from them and save this data to file A, B and C. their size was 11863262 bytes, 15595881 bytes and 46843112 bytes.
The basic information of experimental computer as follow:
The version of system operation: RedHat CentOS release 5.5;
The type of CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5345 @ 2.33GHz (there were 2 CPUs);
The capacity of memory: 4046280 kB. The name of the compression in the paper was kadc. It was written by ASCI C and compiled to static link library with O2 compilation optimization by GCC compiler. The comparative experiments adopted the library of LZO-2.05 [16] and library of ZLIB-1.2.5 [15] . The default compilation optimization level of them was O2 and O3. Every comparative experiment was the same framework. The only difference was to call different compression and decompression library. All operations of reading and writing file, compressing and decompression were in a data block units. The compression time and decompression time don't include time of I/O consuming. And in the calculation method of decompression efficiency, the size of original file is the size of decompressed file rather than compressed file's. In table VI, all the result is monitored under the real Hbase environment. In the compression ration test, it closed the compression on meta data of LZO and GZIP. In the querying time test, the querying time means scanning all data in index table that the Hbase reads all data on disc to memory without any process.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL CONCLUSION
Inverted index is principally applied in the technology of search engine. Since, to meet the technical characteristics of search engines, it greater emphasis on the immediate accessibility of inverted index. The need reflected in this article is mainly the execution time of decompression as short as possible.
It assumes the size of source data is S(MB), compression ratio is C, decompression efficiency is D(MB/s), the average ratio of reading data from disc to memory is T(MB/s), and the time of whole decompression process is t. Therefore: 
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VII. CONCLUSION
Through analysis on experiment and experimental results, the key as dictionary compression method on particular inverted index table under the Hbase database has a high immediacy, and it meets the requirements of search engine for instant response. The key as dictionary compression method for key also can apply to other big table design under Hbase. But the source of Hbase just give the option of Lzo and Gzip, so the source must be modify to use this method in Hbase and at the same time the Java interface of this method should be gave. At last, the meta block also can be compressed except data block in Hbase's Hfile. 
